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time petabyte level growth of environmental data
volumes and necessity to store, search, share, transfer,
process, analyze, and visualize those made the area a
field for approaches and tools developed in the recently
appeared data intensive application domain [3-7].
Examples of data-intensive areas are given in Ref.
6. Since volume of weather and climatic data collected
and produced amounts up to petabytes they correspond
to the 5V (Volume, Velocity, Variety, Variability,
Veracity) model [7] and fall within the definition of "big
data". To indicate the presence of geospatial dependence
of physical quantities it is more correct in this case to use
term "Geospatial Big Data" [8].
For comprehensive usage of large sets of
georeferenced meteorological and climatic data it is
necessary to create a distributed software infrastructure
[9, 10], based on the spatial data infrastructure (SDI)
approach [11]. SDI geoportal [12, 13] is considered as a
single point that provides functionality of searching
geographic information resources, retrieval of the
samples according to the specified parameters (data
access functionality) as well as processing and
cartographical visualization services along with
corresponding client applications [14]. Currently, it is
generally accepted that the development of client
applications as integrated elements of such infrastructure
should be based on the usage of modern web and GIS
technologies [15, 16, 17, 18]. According to general
requirements of the INSPIRE Directive to geospatial
data visualization [19], it is necessary to provide such
features as data overview, image navigation, scrolling,
zooming and graphical overlay as well as displaying map
legends and related meta information. That is, the basic
functionality of a standard GIS should be provided.
At present there are a number of information systems
and services that provide similar functionality. GeoBrain
Online Analysis System (GeOnAS) provides access to
satellite data (NASA, USGS) via OGC services based on
the GRASS GIS open source software, and has a
developed web interface based on the DHTMLX library
(http://dhtmlx.com/).
ncWMS service [20] is an implementation of OGC
Web Map Service (WMS) for geospatial datasets
represented in NetCDF format. It is actively used for data
visualization within the SDI geoportals, the limiting
factor being its minimal support by standard GIS.

Abstract
We present general structure, elaborated approach and
preliminary results of a project aimed at analyzing
climate data and predicting impacts of climate change on
the environment. One of the project objectives is
provision of specialists working in climate related
sciences and decision-makers with accurate and detailed
climatic characteristics for the selected area and reliable
and affordable tools for their in-depth statistical analysis
and studies the effects of climate change. Its ultimate
goal is the development of hardware and software
prototype of a virtual research environment (VRE) for
the climate and environmental monitoring and analysis
of the impact of climate change on socio-economic
processes of local and regional scale. This environment
will integrate the known and new sets of climate data,
software implementations of classic and new methods of
statistical analysis of large data sets. It will provide the
opportunity to scientists and decision-makers to use
different geographically distributed spatially referenced
data, processing resources and services through a web
browser by integrating distributed systems that store,
process and provide information via Geoportal.
The first project results, namely the scheme of large
sets of geospatial climate data storage together with
supporting metadata database architecture and designed
an intuitive graphical user interface, are presented. Also
an approach to solution of the reduction problem in
quantitative climatology is discussed.

1 Introduction
Understanding of complex mechanisms of the changing
climate and its effects on the environment requires
generating and analyzing continuously increasing
volume of observation and modeling georeferenced data
[1]. Increase of diversity and volume of spatial data sets
makes it impossible to collect them in a single physical
archive to be processed and analyzed on the basis of
traditional "working place" approaches [2]. At the same
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Unidata THREDDS (http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/
software / thredds / current / tds / TDS.html) provides
access to geospatial data and metadata through
OPEnDAP protocols, WMS, Web Coverage Service
(WCS) and others. The product also provides data
subsetting functionality by using ncWMS for
visualization of results.
Open distributed architecture Boundless / OpenGeo
is widely used for complex geo-information applications
development [21, 22]. It consists of three layers (data,
application server and graphical interface), and employs
the following open source software:
1. Web mapping software Geoserver +
Geowebcache
(http://geoserver.org),
implementing OGC WMS, WFS, WPS services.
2. OpenLayers
JavaScript
library
(http://openlayers.org/) which provides basic
functionality of a thin Web GIS client.
3. GeoExt / ExtJS JavaScript library [23] for
development of client web applications with an
intuitively clear interface.
In this paper we outline the approach chosen for
carrying out the Russian Science Foundation project [24]
and specific results obtained during its first phase. In
particular, we discuss the developed scheme of large sets
of geospatial climate data storage and creation of
relevant metadata database, as well as the designed Web
GIS client with the intuitive graphical user interface.
Also we describe an approach to solution of reduction
problem in quantitative climatology as a basis for the
planned construction of the knowledge base representing
properties of geophysical data to be used in a topic-based
decision support system.

development. The archive should comprise detailed data
on climatic characteristics of the study area, detailed
description of the surface and its changes and form a
solid foundation required to study the response of
economic, social and political processes on on-going and
future climatic processes.
2.3 WP 2 "Improvement of methods of analysis of
climate change"
WP 2 is dedicated to the development of new methods of
statistical analysis of climatic processes and their
implementation into computational VRE research and
analysis tools. This task should provide the developed
VRE with functionality to perform modern statistical
analysis of spatio-temporal climatic characteristics
including their extreme manifestations.
2.4 WP 3 “Functionality of the VRE prototype”
WP 3 will be devoted to enhancing the functionality of
the VRE prototype in order to create the intuitively clear
and reliable tools for investigations of regional social,
economic and political consequences of climate change.
The result of this task will be development of
opportunities for experts in the field of environmental
sciences to carry out the study of the impact of climate
change on relevant processes in the study region without
getting a second education in computer science and their
applications.
2.5 WP 4. "Case study of Western Siberia and
dissemination of project results"
This task should demonstrate the VRE potential to its end
user, namely to local stakeholders, decision makers and
experts in the field of economic, social and political
sciences. In particular, it will be shown that the
elaborated VRE prototype allows one to study the
climate change impact on processes in the region without
mastering modern statistical analysis of geo-referenced
data and advanced programming. To this end a topical
DSS using ontology knowledge bases will be developed.
Specific results of this work package are detailed
maps of different characteristics of extreme events and
trends (with estimates of statistical significance),
including estimates of return periods for certain disasters
and uncertainty estimates for different types of extreme
events. These maps will be available in the VRE
providing easy access to interested consumers.

2 Project approach and outlines
2.1 Objectives and approach
The proposed project is aimed at provision of specialists
working in affiliated sciences focused on impact
assessment, adaptation strategies, and other climate
related activities and decision-makers with accurate and
detailed climatic characteristics and reliable, affordable
tool for their in-depth statistical analysis and studies of
effects of climate change in the selected area. To reach
this objective a hardware and software platform
prototype forming topic based VRE for comprehensive
study of ongoing and possible future climate
characteristic changes and analysis of their impact on
regional environment will be developed. It should
provide reliable climatic information required for the
study of economic, political and social consequences of
global climate change at the regional level.
The large project tasks that constitute four work
packages (WP) combining sets of particular thematic
tasks will be solved to reach this goal.

3 The first results
Part of tasks of the work packages WP2 and WP4 has
been performed on the first stage of the project carrying
out. Approaches used to solve related problems and
results obtained are described in this section.
3.1 Metadata database
3.1.1 Data storage scheme
Currently, two major approaches to storing geospatial
data are used: geospatial databases and file collections.
The database approach utilizes relational and nonrelational, local or distributed spatial databases such as

2.2 WP 1. "Preparation of geo-referenced data sets"
WP 1 is dedicated to the creation of the data archive
reflecting the detailed picture of the ongoing climatic
processes and their future projections for the period
1960-2100 years and its integration into VRE under
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Apache HBase, Esri Geodatabase, Paradigm4, SciDB,
etc. This approach requires inserting all data into spatial
database before their actual use, which is quite disk
space- and time-consuming operation. The file
collections approach relies on storing data as a collection
of data files in file system directories. Usually, selfdescribing formats are used for storing geospatial data. It
was shown [25] that retrieval of data chunks larger than
40 Mb from a spatial database is less effective than from
a simple data files collection. On the other hand, filebased approach provides fast data extraction in most
cases, without a redundant preprocessing. However, this
approach requires development of additional software
layer to provide API adapters for storing and processing
of distributed file collections. In our case simplicity and
flexibility of file-based data storage approach prevailed
over the other one.
Network Common Data Form (netCDF) was chosen
as a major file format for most geospatial data in our data
archive. This format is formally acknowledged by
scientific institutions (including UCAR) and OGC as a
standards’ candidate for storing geospatial data and
stimulating data exchange. Data are stored on data
storage systems as collections of netCDF-files and
arranged in a strict hierarchy of directories:
 /<data root directory>/
 <data collection name>/
 <spatial domain resolution>/
 <time domain resolution>/
 <files and directories with data>
Here, <data root directory> is a root location of
data collections, <data collection name> is a name of the
directory containing a single data collection, <spatial
domain resolution> is a name of the directory containing
data with the same horizontal resolution, <time domain
resolution> is a name of the directory containing data
with the same time step. All data files (sometimes
grouped in subdirectories) are located deeper in the
hierarchy. Names of files and subdirectories are not
regulated and determined by the individual specifics of a
particular data set. Every data file contains one or more
multi-dimensional arrays of meteorological parameters.

of netCDF files containing the same set of
meteorological parameters. It is necessary to distinguish
the term "parameter" ("meteorological parameter") and
"variable". Meteorological parameter is the name of
some meteorological characteristic: temperature,
pressure, humidity, etc. Variable is a unique name of a
multidimensional array in a netCDF. Names of
meteorological parameters are standardized. In contrast,
the names of variables in different datasets could be
different, and usually depend on preferences of an
institution which produced them. Along with data,
netCDF files contain horizontal, vertical and time
domain grids.
“Data collection” is a collection of datasets created
by the organization within the specific project, but
specified on different spatial and/or temporal grids, or for
different scenarios. The collection may consist of one
dataset.
Tables in MDDB are divided into "technical" and
"interface". Technical tables contain data intended for
computing software components. Interface tables hold
string multilingual content for the graphical user
interface.
There are two major parts of MDDB providing
description of climate datasets and description of data
processing software components (computing modules).
Each climate dataset in MDDB is uniquely identified
by its four major characteristics: name of the data
collection, resolution of the horizontal grid, resolution of
the time grid and name of the modeling scenario (if
applicable). And each dataset includes one or several
data arrays containing values of various meteorological
parameters given on spatial and temporal grids.
Information about all available for analysis datasets is
stored in the first part of MDDB. It is used to locate data
files and to provide metadata on request.
Geospatial data processing is performed by a set of
dedicated computing modules. These modules are run in
accordance to a pipelined call sequence. This sequence is
prepared by the web portal on the basis of user
interactions with graphical user interface (GUI). Second
part of MDDB contains description of various call
sequences and their options. Since some data analysis
routines are designed to process only specific
meteorological parameters, connections between
computing modules and data arrays are set in MDDB.

3.1.2 Architecture of metadata database
To describe geospatial datasets and their processing
routines, and provide effective VRE functioning a
dedicated metadata database (MDDB) is required.
Currently, there is a lack of such database in the area of
Earth sciences. The first attempt of comprehensive
description of climatic geospatial datasets and processing
routines in a single database is characterized by the
following features.
This database contains spatial and temporal
characteristics of available geospatial datasets, their
locations, and run options of software components for
data analysis. Here the following terminology is used.
"Dataset" is a set of data which is a) given on a single
temporal and spatial grid, b) covers the same time range
and c) obtained under the same simulation or observation
conditions (if applicable). It is represented by a collection

3.2 Web-GIS client
Boundless/OpenGeo architecture was used as a basis for
Web-GIS client development.
A cartographical web application (Web-GIS client)
for working with archive of geospatial NetCDF datasets
contains 3 basic tiers [26]:
 Tier of NetCDF metadata in JSON format
 Middleware tier of JavaScript objects
implementing methods to work with:
o NetCDF metadata
o XML file of selected calculations
configuration (XML task)
o WMS/WFS cartographical services
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editing XML task file, and visual presentation of
cartographical information for the end user. It is similar
to the interfaces of such popular classic GIS applications
as uDig, QuantumGIS, etc. The basic elements of the
graphical user interface include (Fig. 1):
1. Panel displaying user cartographical layers on
the map. Google maps are used as a base layer
by default, but there’s a possibility to set an
arbitrary base layer including newly created by
the user
2. Layer tree allowing to toggle layer display
3. Layer legends display panel
4. Map information panel (scaling, cartographical
projections, cursor geographical coordinates)
5. Application general status panel
6. Overview map panel
7. General application menu
8. Toolbar (adding/removing layer, saving
NetCDF data, panning, map refresh, obtaining
of information related to given geographical
point, etc.)
9. Application context menu
10. Wizard creating cartographical layers based on
results of computational processing of
geospatial datasets available to the system.
The toolbar, application and context menus contain
mouse and keyboard event handlers which uniquely
define Web-GIS behavior depending on user actions
with the execution context applied. Web-GIS client
complies with the general INSPIRE standard
requirements and provides computational processing
services launching to support solving tasks in the area of
environmental monitoring, as well as presenting
calculation results in the form of WMS/WFS
cartographical layers in raster (PNG, JPG, GeoTIFF),
vector (KML, GML, Shape), and binary (NetCDF)
formats.
It should be noted that geospatial data cartographical
services based on Geoserver software can be used in
Web-GIS client considered as well as in standard desktop
GIS applications.

Graphical user interface tier representing
JavaScript objects realizing general application
business logic.

3.2.1 NetCDF metadata tier
Web-GIS client metadata tier represents a set of
interconnected JSON objects, created on the base of
MySQL metadata relations, and presenting NetCDF
datasets information (spatial and temporal resolutions,
meteorological parameters available, acceptable
processing procedures, etc.). Generally, there are two
kinds of objects:
1. Objects with the structure conforming to the
corresponding metadata database relations, for
instance, object of measurement units.
2. Objects based on complex SQL queries to
metadata relation sets that allow fast retrieving
of necessary information using MySQL indices
as associative array keys.
The structure of JSON objects was chosen according
to the following criteria:
1. Efficiency of filling out graphical user interface
interactive forms;
2. Optimization of process of creating and editing
of XML file of selected calculations
configuration (XML task).
It might be concluded that by virtue of the approach
chosen the processes of interaction between user and
metadata database via Web-GIS graphical interface are
optimized.
3.2.2 Middleware tier of JavaScript objects
This tier implements methods to work with NetCDF
metadata, XML task file and WMS/WFS cartographical
services, and appears to be a middleware which connects
JSON metadata and graphical user interface tiers. The
methods include such procedures as:
1. Loading and updating of metadata JSON
objects using AJAX technology
2. Creating, editing, serialization of XML
calculation task object
3. Launching and tracking the task execution
process located on the remote calculation node
4. Working with WMS/WFS cartographical
services: obtaining the list of available layers,
presenting layers on the map, export layers into
various formats according to user request,
obtaining and presenting the layer legend with
the selected SLD style applied.

3.3 An approach to solution of reduction problem in
quantitative climatology
Collected, analyzed, consistent and systematized data of
subject domains related to problems demanding
application of decision support systems have to be
represented both on terminological and conceptual
levels. In our project the representation will be
implemented in form of two groups of OWL-ontologies
related to different subject domains using semantic web
technologies. The first group contains ontologies which
represent properties of geophysical (including
climatological) data. The second group contains OWLontologies characterizing a few simple tasks of economic
and social domains demanding DSS usage. Different
approaches to solution of reduction problem in
implementation of quantitative climatology ontologies
are considered now.

3.2.3 Graphical user interface
The tier is based on the conjunction of JavaScript
libraries such as OpenLayers, GeoExt and ExtJS and
represents a set of software components either
standalone (information panels, buttons, list of layers,
etc.), or implementing general application business logic
(menu, toolbars, wizards, mouse and keyboard event
handlers, and so on). Graphical interface performs two
main functions: providing functional capabilities for
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Figure 1 Graphical user interface of the web-GIS client. Exporting layer into NetCDF format is shown
Results obtained show that the developed VRE and
tools would be useful for decision makers and specialists
working in affiliated sciences, with the focus of their
work as socio-economic impact assessment, ecological
impact assessment, adaptation strategies, science policy
administration and other climate related activities. On
this basis they will get reliable climate related
characteristics required for studies of economic, political
and social consequences of global climate change at the
regional level.

4 Conclusion
To date, there is no formalized description of the
metadata database for large sets of geospatial
meteorological and climatic data. The architecture
presented above is the first attempt to address this crucial
for data intensive domain problem. Designed metadata
database solves three main tasks: 1) provides content for
the graphical user interface; 2) provides to geoportal
information needed to generate the correct task file for
the computational core; 3) contains information on the
structure and arrangement of the data sets allowing
computational core to read and process them efficiently.
The use of this database organizes information on
available data sets, facilitates the automatic retrieval of
data files and improves the scalability and flexibility of
computations.
The developed GIS Web client is based on the
architecture Boundless / OpenGeo. The first version of
the GUI uses connected JavaScript libraries,
OpenLayers, GeoExt and ExtJS and is a set of software
components including independent components
(dashboards, buttons, layer lists), and those
implementing the general logic of the application
implementation (menus, toolbars, wizards, mouse and
keyboard events handlers, etc.).
First application of the developed metadata database
and user interface showed that their combined usage
facilitates expanding of a set of data archives available
for analysis and adding new statistical processing
procedures [27].
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